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Six Miles Per Hour
The 32 walks in this book vary considerably in length and effort required. They are
all circular and start and finish at a recommended parking area. Interesting
features along the route are described.

Walking in the Forest of Dean
White Mocs on the Red Road / Walking Spirit in a Native Way
When Dominic's children are kidnapped by raiding pirates, Gabrielle and Feolan
find themselves drawn into their most frightening adventure yet, a sea journey into
unknown lands. The adventure takes a deadly turn when the Gray Veil, a plague
that slowly chokes its victims, strikes the harbor town where the children have
been taken. Gabrielle's healing powers are needed as never before, and in the end,
it seems, she must choose: She can only save one, her husband or her niece.

The Walk Home from a Broken Road
The Road That I Must Walk
Suggests hikes in five French and one Italian national parks, and offers tips on trip
planning, map sources, and safe hiking.

Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure
A walking guidebook to the Forest of Dean Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
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From short walks of 4 miles to all-day sections of long-distance routes such as the
Offa's Dyke path and the Gloucestershire Way, the 25 walks in this guidebook
gives you the information needed to enjoy a wide range of walking among the
rolling countryside of the Forest of Dean. 21 of the walks are circular, and 4 oneway linear routes along historic long-distance trails are described, alongside
1:25,000 OS map extracts and a wealth of background information on places of
interest along the way. The walks in this guidebook take you to all corners of the
forest, along shaded valleys and gorges, across wide-open farmland and over high
ridges with big views. Every route is supplemented by historic, geological and
wildlife information to help you make the most of your days walking in the Forest
of Dean, as well as practical information on public transport and other local
facilities.

Merkaba
The first volume of the acclaimed Time Out Country Walks has been fully revised
and updated, featuring 52 walks within easy reach of London, all starting and
ending at railway stations. The walks take travelers through the glorious
countryside, all on scenic footpaths with a minimum of road-walking.
Recommendations for the best pubs and cafés are included, while easy-to-use
maps and cut-off suggestions help those who choose to shorten the walk.

New York Walk Book
"In early 2010, Patrick McGlade ran from Huntington Beach, California to Tybee
Island, Georgia. He ran across the United States in order to raise money and
awareness for juvenile arthritis. The journey was a total of 2,553 miles and he
averaged 30 miles per day. Though the run was challenging, the real inspiration
came from the people he met along the way. Out of all the people he met, he
never met one terrorist, shoe bomber, rapist, murderer, stabber, kidnapper,
mugger, cheater, liar, sniper, jerk, bully or any other stereotypical bad guy. He met
good people. And this is the story of those good people."

Walk a Barefoot Road
From New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Lorhainne Eckhart comes a
new box set collection, THE FRIESSENS: BOOKS 6 - 8, an emotionally gripping
family saga fans worldwide have fallen in love with. FIRST LOVE Everyone said they
were too young to love. Katy and Steven have planned out their happily ever after:
marriage, family, and a place of their own. A simple life in a small town with big
dreams, just like Katy’s parents, Brad and Emily. However, life’s hardships soon
threaten the future Steven and Katy have planned together. FAMILY FIRST They
never expected their happily ever after could go so wrong. Katy and Steven never
imagined that their simple dreams would come crashing around them, but six
months in and this newlywed couple’s carefully crafted future is crumbling. Instead
of being by Steven’s side, Katy finds herself with a distance between them, secrets
of her own, and a divided family that could end up with Steven walking away.
LEAVE THE LIGHT ON When the unthinkable happens a family’s life is changed
forever. Katy and Steven have settled in their new home, with a new job, a new
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life, and a baby on the way. Everything for this young couple is perfect—that is,
until the night Steven makes a quick trip to the grocery store for his pregnant wife.
As the sun rises and Katy wakes, she soon discovers that Steven never made it
home. “Best family series ever! I love the dynamic of this powerful close family.
Three brothers, a cousin, and all the spouses and children make for an interesting,
spellbinding story you won’t want to put down.” Customer “This is a series that you
will go back to time and again to reread. Lorhainne Eckhart is that type of writer.
Love her stories about family and their journey. This is a great read, full of love for
family that sticks together.” Joann Moore

Walking the Alpine Parks of France & Northwest Italy
The Lay Preacher
Choose the Right 'Walk with Alma'
From trails to spectacular waterfalls near Squamish and historic urban forests in
South Surrey, coastal headlands in Howe Sound and ridgetop meadows in the
Fraser Valley,109 Walks offers a route for everyone who likes to be outdoors. In
this revised seventh edition are 109 of the region’s best walks of four hours or less
to suit every taste, whether you’re a visitor to the city or life-long resident,
occasional recreationalist or avid walker. The trails have been reorganized from
north to south, west to east, and the book includes fourteen all-new walks along
with another twelve that have been substantially modified or revived from previous
volumes. Most of the classics remain and their trail directions and maps have been
completely updated with GPS coordinates to make route-finding easier. Unchanged
are the comprehensive indexes that help ensure a trail that’s right for the season,
the time frame and the fitness level of the group; the photographs and notes about
points of natural or historical interest plus estimated hiking times and distances;
and the clearly written, carefully detailed route descriptions. Accurate,
authoritative and highly affordable, 109 Walks is an indispensable guide for
exploring British Columbia’s Lower Mainland in all seasons.

The Mindful Path to Addiction Recovery
Country Walks - Time Out
One Hundred Choice Selections
--"Dan is the bad guy- his dark actions have been the cause and effect of every
bad deed and harm that has occurred - from death to bankruptcy - very malevolent
machinations that caused untold harm and heartache. About time he met his
match!!" ~ AV Tanner --"Walk the Right Road SeriesOk, I will start off with I am not
a reading addict. However, I could not put this one down. There are surprises on
every turn!" ~ Barb Jones --"Exciting, suspenseful, not your normal ending. Good
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triumphing over bad was not the case so that twist gave the book a surprise
ending. Liked it very much. An excellent read for anyone that like suspense and
not so normal ending." ~ P. Williams --"Lorhainne has a way of making you crazy
about her characters, whether it’s hating them or loving themon the edge of my
seat for both and can’t wait for the next." Amazon Reviewer ~ Skybabe In
MERKABA, Everyone thought he was dead and that's exactly how he needs it to
stay. Until one day he stumbles across a mysterious dark haired beauty. Only,
there is nothing average or ordinary about this secretive woman, and she knows
exactly what and who he is. He tries to get close to her, to figure her out and what
she's really doing in the field of the state park. But when trouble finds her, he's the
only one who can save her; even though she's the one woman who could
ultimately be his undoing. WALK THE RIGHT ROAD SERIES: 1: The Choice 2: Lost
And Found 3: Merkaba 4: Bounty 5: Blown Away, The Final Chapter Or grab Walk
the Right Road: The Complete Collection, which includes all the books in this
sizzling romantic suspense. THE OUTSIDER series: The Forgotten Child (Brad &
Emily) A Baby And A Wedding (An Outsider Series Short) Fallen Hero (Andy, Jed &
Diana) The Search (An Outsider Series Short) The Awakening (Andy & Laura)
Secrets (Jed & Diana) Runaway(Andy & Laura) Overdue (An Outsider Series Short)
The Unexpected Storm (Neil & Candy) The Wedding (Neil & Candy) Or grab The
Outsider Series: The Complete Omnibus Collection which includes all the books and
short stories in this emotionally charged romance series. THE FRIESSENS: A NEW
BEGINNING: The Deadline (Andy & Laura) The Price to Love (Neil & Candy) A
Different Kind of Love (Brad & Emily) A Vow of Love, A Friessen Christmas
*Available December 2014 THE WILDE BROTHERS: The One (Joe & Margaret) The
Honeymoon, A Wilde Brothers Short Friendly Fire (Logan & Julia) Not Quite Married,
A Wilde Brothers Short A Matter of Trust (Ben & Carrie) The Reckoning, A Wilde
Brothers Christmas *Available December 2014 THE SAVED SERIES: Saved Vanished
*Captured – Available November 2014

Children's Missionary Magazine of the United Presbyterian
Church
The gossiping guide to Wales. By A. Roberts
First published in 1973, The Pacific Crest Trail, Vol. 1, California quickly established
itself as the "PCT Bible"-- the book trekkers could not do without. Now thoroughly
updated and redesigned into two portable volumes, Pacific Crest Trail: Southern
California starts at the Mexican border and guides you to Yosemite's beautiful back
country. Its companion volume meets the trail at Tuolumne Meadows and drops
you at Oregon's door. Thru-hikers to Canada will find the rest of their journey in
Pacific Crest Trail: Oregon & Washington. Our PCT gurus help you locate the trail,
water sources, and resupply access routes with detailed descriptions, customized
maps, and tips on alternate routes. Whether you're planning day hikes, weekend or
week long backbacks, or an ambitious thru-hike, everything you need to know
about--from bears to trees--is here.

The Villa Gardener
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Above the City: Hiking Hong Kong Island is a unique comprehensive guide to walks
and hikes on Hong Kong Island. Many Hong Kong residents and visitors enjoy a few
famous hikes, but then are at a loss to find more routes. Above the City takes the
walking enthusiast beyond the well-trodden paths and explores all the walks
available on Hong Kong Island. Walkers can find outings to suit their every mood,
and variations on well-known and well-loved walks. Every walking route on the
Island is described in detail, including distance and difficulty ratings. The hikes are
organized around 'hubs,' allowing easy identification. They also are indexed by
special interests, such as routes that can be run, that are suitable for families, or
the most scenic. Directions to the walks by public transportation and by car are
provided, and local amenities, such as rest stops, restaurants and local historical
sites are listed. Local residents who are seeking more walking choices, walking
groups, or visitors to Hong Kong will find Above the City an invaluable hiking
companion.

Christ Walk
One Hundred Choice Selections in Poetry and Prose
'A 2013 Readers Favorite Award Winner' --Touching story of how love wins in the
end. Loved the suspense, went through a lot of emotions in this book. I got into the
story line so deep I couldn't put the book down." Debi --LOST AND FOUND is one of
the best romantic suspense books I have read this year! I will forewarn you, you
will need a box of tissues and a punching bag while reading this dynamic tale. Romance Junkies --A heart-rending tragedy of grand magnitude, faced by one
innocent family against whom it seemed the whole world had rallied. It will pull you
into the thick of the action, and not let you go until the final page. - Lee Ashford for
Readers' Favorite --It starts with a heartrending description of every parents worst
nightmare, and keeps the suspense and drama level high all the way through. Loves Reading --If you want to read a book that will make you think about the
depth of relationships, this is the book. What would you do for the person you love?
- KitKat --Growing up I have always been a fan of books that contain messages and
stories that can relate to real life situations. This definitely covered both of those
and more. There were parts where I wanted to curl up with a box of tissues and
keep reading and then others I was too caught up in the book I just couldn't put it
down. Reviewer Nicole --This is one of the best books that I've read in a long time.
It was a page turner..a thriller from page one until the very end. *Warning - This
series is not for those looking for a light easy read. It is filled with rough language,
sexual tension, and steamy hot romantic suspense! A hit and run. A deserted
country road. A parents worst nightmare. On a warm fall morning in Gardiner,
Washington, Richard and Maggie celebrate happy couple Sam and Marcie's return.
What happens next changes their lives forever. A hit and run driver on a deserted
country road, and Richard and Maggie suffer a parents worst nightmare. Now a
year later Maggie McCafferty struggles to put her life back togetherhiding her pain
with outrageous behavior and her own secret she's unwilling to share. Until her
friends step in and her strong willed soon to be ex-husband sets out to bring
Maggie home-- the only way he knows. Just as Maggie begins to trust again, Dan
McKenzie calls after disappearing for over a year. But now he's back. And instead
of Richard coming clean with the truth of their involvement, Richard digs himself in
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deeper, with mounting debts, a partner who refuses to buy him out--secrets shared
only with Dan. Until one night a mysterious 911 caller witnesses a fight and
Richard shooting Dan. But when the police arrive at the deserted construction site
the only evidence of a crime is a pool of blood, and a surveillance video. Under
mounting pressure from the police Richard's arrested and interrogated -except
fiery secretive Richard is adamant he was home all night. In this bizarre twist of
fate, Sam, Marcie and Diane work against the clock and wonder how well they
really know their evasive friend. With Maggie by his side, Richard stands by his
innocence. Trouble is, if Richard didn't do it, where is Dan? And who is the
mysterious 911 caller? WALK THE RIGHT ROAD SERIES: 1: The Choice 2: Lost And
Found 3: Merkaba 4: Bounty 5: Blown Away, The Final Chapter THE FRIESSENS: A
NEW BEGINNING: The Deadline (Andy & Laura) The Price to Love (Neil & Candy) A
Different Kind of Love (Brad & Emily) A Vow of Love, A Friessen Christmas THE
SAVED SERIES: Saved Vanished Captured

Above The City
One Hundred Choice Selections
Walking Tours of America
Rebecca Crawford had always viewed herself as strong and in-dependent. She
never would have imagined that shed find her-self trapped in an abusive situation.
In The Walk Home from a Broken Road, Crawford shares details from her five-year
relationship with her abusive boyfriend, Blake. In this memoir, she narrates her
storyfrom the time she met Blake while working at a pizza restaurant when she
was seventeen years old, to the day she found the courage to leave the
relationship, and to the present, where she has found the fortitude to heal, to
learn, and to grow. Crawford tells how, slowly and deliberately, Blake cut her off
from her friends, family, school, and activities in order to control her every
movement and how that control escalated to a torrent of abuse. The Walk Home
from a Broken Road provides a firsthand account of an emotionally dysfunctional
relationship. It shares Crawfords intensely personal feelings that give great insight
into the mindset of a woman trapped in an abusive situation. But more than that, it
provides hope for others who face similar circumstances.

Youth Devotions
Separated from her family in war torn Europe, Riena wanders the world until she
finds a safe harbour in an emigre community in South Australia. ABC/ABA Literary
Awards prize winning novel.

Lakeland Walking
Eastern Crete
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Official guidebook to the Wye Valley Walk. Following the River Wye for 136 miles
(219km) from the mouth of the river at Chepstow to the slopes of Plynlimon in
Powys, the Wye Valley offers a perfect mix of river and hill walking. The walk can
be completed in about ten days, or seven days by the very fit and determined.
Devised by the Wye Valley Walk Partnership, the way explores the superb scenery
of the Wye Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Several historic market
towns including Chepstow, Monmouth, Ross-on-Wye, Hereford, Hay-on-Wye, Builth
Wells and Rhayader can be visited along the route, as well as many small villages
and pretty hamlets. Illustrated with colour photographs and OS 1:25,000 map
extracts, and also includes a Wye Valley Walk passport, for walkers to collect
stamps along the route for a permanent record of their journey. The walk leads
through a dramatic limestone gorge, dense woodland beneath limestone crags and
past peaceful river meadows in some of the most superb scenery in the heart of
the Wye Valley.

Keep Right on to the End of the Road
From New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Lorhainne Eckhart comes a
story of family, romance, and finding a place to call home. Brad Friessen knows he
has to sell the ranch, but not everyone is on board with his decision or open to a
new beginning. He has a plan: Find a nice place with some land where he can
retire—but for his children, life has suddenly become much more complicated. Katy
and Steven have called the ranch home and aren’t inclined to see the adventure in
their upcoming move. While Emily, Jack and Trevor, and Fletcher are somewhat
open to the possibilities, what Brad doesn’t know is that Katy and Steven had a
plan, too. The life they’ve always wanted is the kind of life Brad and Emily have,
with the ranch, the land, and eventually more children. Finding a cheap, rundown
house to rent wasn’t in the cards for Katy and Steven, nor has it been easy for
either to be practical when their dream of having a ranch of their own to run, to
raise a family on, seems to be moving ever further out of reach. As the countdown
begins to the date they have to leave, to the sale of the one place they’ve all
called home for what’s seemed like forever, Katy and Steven, Brad and Emily, and
the rest of the Friessen family might just be crazy enough to find a way for them all
to have what they truly want.

The Parker Sisters: The Complete Collection
A children's christian story book that is one story with many endings thus making
many different stories where the reader chooses to right wayThis is the 3rd in the
popular "Choose The Right" series

The Wye Valley Walk
From USA Today Bestselling Author Lorhainne Eckhart comes the final book in Walk
the Right Road Series. --“This is the FINAL PART OF a great series. I don't want to
say anything much about the story but it’s extremely fast paced with brilliant
narration which keeps the readers at the edge of their seats. The characters are
built throughout the story and are extremely true to the story. This book falls under
the hard boiled crime fiction category and everyone should read this book." –
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Reviewer – Luke --“Lorhainne Eckhart is one of my favorite authors. Her works are
not light-hearted or easy to stop reading!” ~ Reviewer – Bookzilla --“This is
captivating from the first page, and the story follows up with a feast of romance,
suspense, and mystery.” Reviewer – Katy In BLOWN AWAY, THE FINAL CHAPTER,
Imagine that the man who’s been the source of all your misery shows up on your
doorstep. Imagine this man wants your forgiveness for every bad thing he's done
to you and your friends. Would you believe him? Marcie, Maggie, and Diane all
have one thing in common: Dan McKenzie, an unscrupulous man who uses women.
His motto in life is "Lie, cheat, and steal." He faked his death and tried to frame
Maggie's husband with his murder. He blackmailed Marcie to run drugs for him.
And Diane, a cop, had to stand by, knowing he was responsible for planting drugs
in her partner's locker. He's always walked away scot free. Until now. As the friends
move on with their lives, Maggie and her husband plan for another child after
surviving the loss of their daughter. Zac asks Diane to marry him, though he hides
a secret from his past that could destroy the future they have planned. And though
Marcie and Sam are expecting their second child, their relationship teeters on the
brink of disaster. What these three friends don't expect is that sometimes, life has
a way of evening the score. WALK THE RIGHT ROAD SERIES: 1: The Choice 2: Lost
And Found 3: Merkaba 4: Bounty 5: Blown Away, The Final Chapter Or grab Walk
the Right Road: The Complete Collection, which includes all the books in this
sizzling romantic suspense. THE OUTSIDER SERIES: The Forgotten Child (Brad &
Emily) A Baby And A Wedding (An Outsider Series Short) Fallen Hero (Andy, Jed &
Diana) The Search (An Outsider Series Short) The Awakening (Andy & Laura)
Secrets (Jed & Diana) Runaway(Andy & Laura) Overdue (An Outsider Series Short)
The Unexpected Storm (Neil & Candy) The Wedding (Neil & Candy) Or grab The
Outsider Series: The Complete Omnibus Collection which includes all the books and
short stories in this emotionally charged romance series. THE FRIESSENS: A NEW
BEGINNING: The Deadline (Andy & Laura) The Price to Love (Neil & Candy) A
Different Kind of Love (Brad & Emily) A Vow of Love, A Friessen Christmas
*Available December 2014 THE WILDE BROTHERS: The One (Joe & Margaret) The
Honeymoon, A Wilde Brothers Short Friendly Fire (Logan & Julia) Not Quite Married,
A Wilde Brothers Short A Matter of Trust (Ben & Carrie) The Reckoning, A Wilde
Brothers Christmas *Available December 2014 THE SAVED SERIES: Saved Vanished
*Captured – Available November 2014

The Friessens: Books 6 - 8
One Hundred Choice Selections, No. 27
This guide to Malta, Gozo and Comina includes: topographical walking maps; foldout touring maps; many short walks and picnic suggestions - suitable for hot
summer days and for those with young children; and an update service with
specific route-change information.

109 Walks in British Columbia's Lower Mainland
Introduces the practice of mindfulness while explaining how it can offer beneficial
approaches to addiction recovery, drawing on the author's expertise as an
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addiction psychiatrist to outline mindfulness-based stress reduction techniques
while sharing illustrative patient stories. Original.

Walking and Eating in Tuscany and Umbria
How much of myself (and my stuff) must I give up to follow Jesus? How does
belonging to a faith community shape being a Christian? How do I walk in faith with
friends whose faith is unclear or uncertain? What gives Christians hope in the face
of power politics? Can I be pro-life and decry war, too? How do I make peace
amidst the wrongs of the world? If you wonder about such questions, this book is
for you. The Road That I Must Walk represents the author's own wrestling with the
call and cost of discipleship across a decade. Rather than an academic attempt to
define or describe discipleship, these are simply the words of a disciple, one who
has sought to walk in the way of Jesus. Arising from various circumstances and
responding to various concerns, the several pieces collected here comprise a
sketchbook of ethical reflections, biblical meditations, and spiritual ponderings
drawn from one person's journey of following Jesus.

Blown Away, The Final Chapter
Experience the abundant history of Britain firsthand with this scenic, thorough, and
altogether superlative guide.

Lost And Found
Improve your mental, physical, and spiritual health with this 40-day program for
individuals or groups. There are so many things we try to do in one day. It’s
difficult to make time for prayer, healthy eating, exercise, work, and time with our
families. However, Anna Fitch Courie has discovered that all of it is possible
through Christ-centered living, and that’s what Christ Walk is all about. In Christ
Walk, Courie outlines a 40-day program for individuals and groups to focus on
improving physical health while engaging in spiritual and mental reflection and
growth. Each chapter is a daily meditation on different aspects of mind, body, and
spiritual health tied to biblical teachings and Christian traditions. The appendices
also include a guide to healthy eating habits, suggested walking routes, and steps
on how to start a youth Christ Walk group. Whether you’re looking to improve your
health or the health of your family or congregation, Christ Walk is a wonderful way
to make it happen.

A Place to Call Our Own
Presents Scripture verses and readings for each day of the year, designed to help
young people make good choices in their daily lives.

The Bonemender's Choice
This book, now thoroughly revised and updated, is written to satisfy readers who
want to build their holiday around walking, or those who simply want to integrate a
bit of walking into their holiday. It begins with a "practicalities" section and extend
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into the walks themselves. From six or so "base towns," the authors offer routes of
one or two hours, half day, and one, three, and five days. There are also some
extraordinary walks worth going out of the way for. There are recommendations for
restaurants, trattorias and pizzerias, as well as markets and other take-away
options. Additionally, the book includes suggestions for lodging, transportation,
flora and many other points of interest.

Behind the Bars; 31498
AA Walks Through Britain's History
Pacific Crest Trail: Southern California
Narrative of the experiences of a white man living a middle class life in New
Hampshire who begins a search for meaning and discovers the teachings of the
Ojibwe Indians.
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